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MISSION: 

To be the paramount of editorial 
publishing companies by representing 
media in a spirit of excellence through 
cultured lenses.

WHO IS TMC?
THE MAGAZINE CONGLOMERATE (TMC) consist of four publications 
conjointly providing content to their subscribers. Empower Magazine, 
Hustle & Soul Magazine, Curve+ Magazine are released bi-monthly; 
and Luxury, Inc. Magazine is released quarterly. 

By providing bi-monthly and quarterly covers of thought-provoking 
editorials, periodically updated online content, and intriguing social 
media pages; TMC is the prime source of information and culture for 
our devoted readers.

TMC is now the respected thought-leader in the  industry and 
providing a barometer for the season’s latest culture trends and 
inspiration for the African American Culture.

The words and images presented in each issue are intended to inform, 
educate, inspire, connect, provoke, empower & celebrate culture. 

Our objective is to globally awaken every individual who comes across 
a TMC publications, igniting their confidence in our culture and 
invoking change in the way it’s perceived. 

Check Out Our Publications!

The Magazine Conglomerate
LIFESTYLE | LUXURY | ENTERTAINMENT | FASHION | BUSINESS | CULTURE 
INSPIRATION | PHILANTHROPY | BEAUTY | TECH | HEALTH & WELL-LIVING 





PUBLICATIONS | EMPOWER MAGAZINE



EMPOWER is where empowerment reigns supreme 
for news, entertainment and inspiration. EMPOWER 
uplifts the hearts of society; it’s not just a magazine 
but a most trusted source for inspiration and positive 
media, a brand that has revolutionized the magazine 
industry and has become a cultural institution 
in the African-American community. Founded in 
2013, Empower Media Group Inc. (EMG) launched 
EMPOWER, the uplifting magazine created exclusively 
for the people. For 5 years now, the company has 
flourished and expanded beyond the pages to generate 
brand extensions such as the WEA Conference & Expo, 
Empower At a Glance Awards Gala, Shoot For A Cure 
(Breast Cancer Awareness Luncheon) and Black Health 
Expo, IAMEMPOWER.com, and ventures in digital 
media via Empower Media Group. The EMG corporate 
headquarters are in Atlanta,  GA, with additional offices 
in Florida, Virginia and Maryland.

Empower, Inc. Magazine’s mission is to inspire, educate, 
encourage the heart of people, empower authenticity 
and provoke purpose, to create alliances with 
individuals, brands, concepts, non-profits, organizations 
etc. that have a voice on empowerment, the passion 
and ability to influence the world.

With all the negativity that floods today’s media 
landscape, we are a source for positive information.

We bring you the most authentic positive and uplifting 
content, products, tools and services to elevate you 
spiritually, mentally, emotionally, physically and 
financially. Resulting in a transformation to a fully 
empowered lifestyle

EMPOWER permeates every aspect of living, making it 
a true lifestyle brand for leading an empowered life

EMPOWER, Inc. Magazine©™ is a publication printed 
and electronically published by Empower Media Group. 
Empower highlights real stories, global philanthropic 
efforts and Initiatives, people that are creating a 
paradigm shift globally within the heart of the people 
and thus the community. Empower gives you “Industry 
Access” to everything from fashion, entertainment, 
travel, health and well-living, business and much more.

EVENTS:
WEA Empowerment Conference & Expo (Annually in 
October):

CONSISTS OF: 
• @A Glance Award Gala 
• Panel Round Table 
• Charity Mixer

EMPOWER MAGAZINE’S “At A Glance” series selects 25 
exemplary and inspirational women & men each year 
to honor who they believe uplift individuals all across 
the globe! The goal of the brunch is to round up a class 
of power women and men from philanthropy, fashion, 
film, politics, business etc. who are creating successful 
blueprints in their respective industries. It is our hope 
that by bringing all of these women & men in the room 
together that we will EMPOWER the next class of 
thought leaders to do the same.

Fashion Meets Purpose Charity Fashion Showcase 
www.iamempower.com 

EMPOWER TO  
THE PEOPLE

“The EMPOWER Brand— 
PUTTING THE POWER IN YOUR HANDS” 

EMPOWER MAGAZINE | PUBLICATIONS



Media, entertainment, and other forms of popular 
culture play a significant role in shaping our 
perceptions of others. For many of us, popular culture 
is the primary way we learn about people who are 
different from us. The problem, though, is that many 
representations are based on cultural stereotypes, 
which tend to marginalize and caricature our culture. 
Through these representations, we see a limited, and 
distorted, view of who we really are.

In order to transform perceptions, we must transform 
our cultural landscape into one  that puts forward 
people of color in all of their complicated humanity, 
rather than relying on tired stereotypes. Popular culture 
is a critical vehicle in this work, as it can be used to 
promote more nuanced and varied representations. 
The creator of HUSTLE & SOUL recognizes this 
potential-- Therefore, HUSTLE & SOUL aims to shift 
perceptions and use our media base to expand positive 
representations. 

EVENTS:
HUSTLE LOUNGE 
Hustle Lounge is a digital media lounge platform 
designed to showcase many of your top names while 
breaking ground into the digital media space. It is an 
extension of Hustle and Soul Magazine, an online & 
print publication. 

“We Are The Culture” The Hustle Lounge is literally 
designed to foster creativity, collaboration and media 
through workshops, events & so much more. With 
your old school BET “The Basement” type feel, Hustle 
Lounge’s Inaugural event set a standard of excellence 
for future collaborations and digital media events as 
the lounge reached capacity of one hundred plus 
attendees.

HUSTLE AND SOUL MAGAZINE  
CULTURE FEST
CULTURE | ENTERTAINMENT | COMMUNITY 

The HUSTLE AND SOUL Magazine Culture Fest is 
known as the gathering spot for the African American 
culture. It is an annual culture festival dedicated to 
celebrating who we truly are. 

Hustle & Soul CultureCon is a new experience coming to 
Atlanta, GA a one day People’s Festival that will recognize 
everything Culture Food, Art & Music. This will be a unique 
day that celebrates all genres of Arts, Culture and Music. 
Our goal is to make the culture more visible as a creative 
innovative where ideas emerge and a number of creative 
initiatives. Event experiences are excellent opportunities 
to produce social bonds & sow seeds for long rewarding 
contributions to what we call our culture. We are aiming 
to mobilize support and involvement in the community 
to promote the love for one another, creating experiences 
through Food, Art, and Music. Music is a universal language 
that reflects creativity & represents today’s modern diversity.

The creator of TMC and  Hustle & Soul Magazine, Stephanie 
Davis is doing her due diligence by using her brand to 
continue to revolutionize the editorial industry and be the 
culture! Hustle & Soul aims to create a cultural bond with 
our readers, influencers, decision makers and beyond.

“We are the culture”, says Davis about Hustle and Soul 
Magazine, an expansive print and online resource aimed 
to be the ultimate online destination for African-American 
culture. Thehustleandsoul.com serves as an online daily 
source for cultural news, entertainment and community, and 
reflects the cultural personality of the esteemed Hustle & Soul 
brand. As part of its daily content offerings, thehustleandsoul.
com delivers engaging content, robust photo galleries, digital 
programming, and a massive online community.

www.thehustleandsoul.com 

OUR MOTTO: 

WE ARE THE CULTURE!

ABOUT HUSTLE & SOUL:

WE AIM TO PORTRAY OUR CULTURE  
IN TRUTH & POSITIVITY.
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CURVE+ MAGAZINE is a fashion, health, beauty and 
lifestyle magazine just for curvy culture. Our goal is to 
empower, encourage and inspire women to maintain a 
healthy lifestyle no matter what your size. Curve+ provides 
a media platform that celebrates a woman’s curves. The 
unique editorial content relates to the curvy community, 
engaging, empowering and educating women to embrace 
their curves plus live amazing, healthy carefree lifestyles.

CURVE+ is full of  fashion, great articles, amazing 
lifestyle reviews, gorgeous beauty, great travel, health 
regimens and exciting fitness ideas.We have inspiring 
interviews and interesting features, we are full of curves 
plus a whole lot more! We work with some of the best 
curvy chicks in the world and work to create exciting 
and inspiring fashion editorial.

CURVE+ wants to encourage women to love their 
unique bodies while developing a weight-neutral, 
health-centered approach to life. It disarms societal 
myths & biases about health, weight, and identity. 
Curve+ does not promote weight loss or weight gain. 
We do not define women by their size but encourage 
women to embrace their curves. Curve+ celebrates 
curvy women & promotes body positivity, self love, self 
worth, self acceptance and well-balanced lives. 

Curve+ Magazine is published bi-monthly and can be 
found online or in curvy fashion retailers and aims to 
make curvy the new normal.

EVENTS:

Curve+ Experience (Annually in March)

The plus size fashion industry is growing by leaps and 
bounds and it’s absolutely essential to stay on top of 
trends, know the key players, and, of course, to make 
sure that they know YOU! Pack your bags, grab your 
business cards, and get ready to fire up your business 
by attending the Curve+ Experience. 

A mix of fashion, empowerment, and celebration, Curve+ 
Experience off with the “Curve Your Way” business 
panel, featuring curvy leaders, entrepreneurs, and others 
who are trailblazing in the industry. The finale show, a 
“Curve+ ” runway show, showcases mores than 25 curvy 
fashionistas (men & women) slaying the latest fashions 
from premium designers, as well as featuring the finest 
makeup artists, hair stylists, and talent!

I Curve+
I Curve+ is a competition tour that will touch 8 major 
cities to discover (12) I Am Curve+ models to be a cover 
face for Curve+ Magazine. 

Submissions:
• 60 second introductory video (Age, City, Why you’re 

interested in Curve+)
• Curve+ online registration 
• 500 words or less of why you are Curve+

Winner Receives:
• Grand Prize $2,000
• Cover Feature with Curve+ Magazine 
• Branding Portfolio Photo Shoot 
• Supply of Makeup & Hair products courtesy of Retail 

Sponsor

CURVE+ MAGAZINE | PUBLICATIONS



PHILANTHROPY:

Curve+ Your Way: Health & Nutrition Expo

SHOOT FOR A CURE: 

Annual Shoot For A Cure Luncheon Fundraiser for 
Breast Cancer Survivors.

Curve+ Cares presents Shoot For A Cure Empowerment 
Luncheon. Ladies come in your beautiful pink attire. 
This event is for every woman who has a heart for 
supporting breast cancer awareness who want to 
give back to their community. This luncheon will have 
powerful speakers, believe in yourself empowerment 
exercises, vendors, great food, gift bags, raffle prizes, 
and much more. All vendors & sponsors must 
contact mycurveplus@gmail.com to receive vendor 
information. A application and payment must be 
submitted. Only $65 (Vendors) . Entertainment will be 
provided.

• Are you a breast cancer survivor?
• Do you have a passion for empowerment?
• When is the last time if ever, you’ve had a 

professional photo?
• Do you lack motivation in your life?...

You are going to love what Curve+ Cares Shoot For A 
Cure has for you! In these short 4 hours there will be a:

• Delicious Lunch, Powerful Networking - Bring 
your business cards/flyers, Shopping with the 
best vendors in town, Powerful Guest Speakers, 
Giveaways, Entertainment, Photography Opportunity 

We believe it’s important to feel beautiful – even sexy – 
during and after cancer treatment and are committed 
to making women feel comfortable and look gorgeous 
with Shoot For A Cure.

The impacts of cancer treatment on self esteem and 
body image can be overwhelming. More importantly, it 
is important to feel good about yourself in order to heal 
fully.

Together, with makeup artist and hair stylist, we have 
created “Shoot For A Cure”; Shoots exclusively for 
cancer patients and survivors to help them feel as 
beautiful on the outside as they are on the inside. 

You will be glad you came. So grab your ticket right 
now, only 100 tickets will be SOLD. Support a great 
cause!

www.thecurveplus.com 

Curve+ Couture:

Coming Soon! Clothing Retail with Custom designs 
from various designers. Alterations service.

PUBLICATIONS | CURVE+ MAGAZINE



Luxure, Inc. Magazine  
A pre-eminent luxury   
lifestyle magazine.

The pre-eminent global luxury magazine covering 
art, culture, travel, fashion, emerging brands, 
philanthropy,real estate, automotive and style.

Luxure, Inc. is the magazine for global influencers, 
collectors and high net worth individuals. It is published 
quarterly of Atlanta, Georgia and sold digitally around 
the world, and distributed through a proprietary VIP 
system that includes selected global events, locations, 
and clients of some of the world’s leading luxury 
brands.

Luxure, Inc. contributors are drawn from the “zero 
point one percent” of global lifestyle opinion formers 
and include CEOs, luxury sector owners, designers, 
entrepreneurs, and creative directors, as well as 
journalists and editors in different locations. We 
cover hard and soft luxury, fashion, retail, art, fashion, 
entertainment, design and travel, and collectibles for 
ultra-high-net-worths.

We operate under the philosophy of Responsible 
Luxury: that the makers and consumers of the ultra-
premium market have a responsibility for, and an 
interest in, supporting society and the global economy 
and ecosystem as a whole. Part of our ethos is to 
encourage and mentor emerging brands and creators, 
and to showcase creativity that would otherwise 
struggle to gain a global platform.

The online & print magazine is published quarterly, 
and is designed by award-winning magazine creative 
directors. The online edition works to a different but 
related rhythm and is refreshed and updated on a 
frequent basis and includes special series including 
Luxury Leaders.

Brands, entities and funds collaborate with Luxure, Inc. 
two ways, through traditional advertising and through 
our selective partnerships.

www.theluxureinc.co 
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TMC connects your brand with 
both print and digital readers 
monthly, bi-monthly & quarterly by 
providing plethora of information 
to a wide range of readers. We 
offer captivating, highly targeted 
audiences.

TMC publications are highly valued 
and respected publications that 
build a sense of community among 
local consumers & beyond. 

The research continues to show 
that magazine media is the most 
trusted, inspiring and influential 
of all media, with an unmatched 
ability to drive sales.

This year’s Factbook includes 
new category data and charts 
from the recently launched 
Magazine Media 360° Social Media 
Engagement Factor, showing 
that magazine brands are more 
engaging on social platforms than 

non-magazine brands. At the same 
time, multimedia comparisons 
from Engagement Labs indicate 
magazine readers are the strongest 
everyday influencers.

There is a specific market segment 
that our content is most appealing 
to thru each of our publications 
and that market is labeled, the 
“Cultural Creatives.” Over 50 
million people are changing the 
world for the better. Cultural 
creatives are concerned with 
ecological sustainability and have a 
commitment to personal, business  
and spiritual development. With 
TMC, we see this market as a 
fast-growing segment. The last 
several years has seen a conscious 
awakening movement that is 
rapidly causing a paradigm shift, 
changing people’s thoughts and 
opinions on the world we live in. 
This is a positive societal shift in how 

we live and relate to each other. 
Our vision is to create a paradigm 
for a new generation of people 
who are searching for change, 
embracing non-traditional trends, 
and together we create content, 
events, opportunities to enhance 
our culture.

Brand Audience and the Social 
Media platforms and formats 
covered by TMC include:
• print+digital magazine editions
• web (desktop and laptop)
• mobile web
• video
• social media (IGTV, Instagram, 

Facebook,  Sponsored Ads)

Why TMC?



SUPPORT AND  
ENGAGEMENT

CELEBRITY &  
INFLUENCERS



DISTRIBUTION & CIRCULATION 
PRINT | DIGITAL 
Empower Magazine (bi-monthly), Hustle & Soul Magazine (bi-monthly), Curve+ Magazine (bi-monthly), & Luxury, 
Inc. Magazine (Quarterly).

Available Globally Online, Barnes & Noble Online, Amazon.com 
Print available online purchase, subscription, targeted retailers, & radio stations.

DEMOGRAPHIC 



ARTICLE FEATURE | ADVERTORIAL 
PRINT ADVERTISING:  
$550 INTRODUCTORY RATE
• IGTV .30 sec social media ad
• Online Feature Write-up 
• Promo Banner
• Full Page Print Ad
• Photo Shoot
• Premium Directory Listing
• Website Ad & Link (Backlinks)

DIGITAL SELECT $350
Select two advertising services 
• IGTV .30 sec social media ad
•	 Online Feature Write-up 
•	 Promo Banner
•	 Full Page Print Ad
•	 Premium Directory Listing
•	 Website Ad & Link (Backlinks)

DOUBLE EXPOSURE PACKAGE $700
• Print and Digital Feature
• IGTV .30 sec social media advertising 

MAXIMUM EXPOSURE PACKAGE $1200
• Full Page Ft (Select 2 Publications)
• Photoshoot
•	 Website Banner
• Social Media Promo via IGTV
• Premium Listing
• Logo in Promotional Advertisement

RED CARPET $250 
• Red Carpet
• Step Repeat
• Correspondent
• Photographer/Videographer

2019 RATES I WEBSITE & MOBILE
UNIQUE MONTHLY VISITORS
WEBSITE
With expanded banner options and our editorial programs, you’re sure to attract 
attention from the demographic that you want. Plus, you have the option of testing our 
various banner design options to find which one gives you the highest response rate.

We have a variety of banner choices to ensure you make the greatest impact!

•	 Leaderboard $750
•	 Cover/Featured Article $ 1000
•	 Side Banners $350

2019 RATES I DIGITAL
DIGITAL I SUBSCRIBERS 

•	 Advanced Interactive Ads 300 Dpi
•	 Full Page $1000 Per Month
•	 Center Spread $750 Per Month
•	 Video/Media $500 Per Month
•	 E-Blast $300 Per Month
•	 Social Media: Igtv, Sponsored Ads, Youtube Channel $100–350



2019 RATES I E-NEWSLETTER
WEEKLY NEWSLETTER 250,000+ E-NEWSLETTER DELIVERED PER WEEK

MULTIPLE MEDIA STRATEGIES
BRANDING I PROMOTION I PRODUCTS I SOCIAL MEDIA I PUBLICITY I BLOGS I  
ADVERTISING I PRINT I DIGITAL I PRICING 

Emailed each week the newsletter delivers editorial 
content to our curated subscriber database directly 
from the TMC’s editors and writers.

This is the most timely, and effective vehicle to deliver 
your marketing message directly to the inbox of 
consumers, business professionals, decision makers, 
owners, executives etc. who drive purchasing decisions.

Special Features:
• Ads link directly back to your site.
• The latest industry headline news
• Featured Editorial Content
• Select content from magazine
• Our most popular stories
• Web exclusives
• Custom Branded Content (Editorial)

TMC creates valuable content by combining the expert 
journalism of our editorial team with the knowledge 
that comes from companies who serve the industries 

we represent: building this content into a format that 
highlights your customer base and target demographic 
and seeds your brand organically within the article and 
link the name directly to the website. This enables and 
activates our combined news feeds and social media 
channels to propagate the brands. The end result is a 
dynamic and original media product that is distributed 
in unique ways. While at the same time, giving back to 
your target demographic and customers with articles 
about them in the premiere publications we publish.

Numerous studies highlight the value of Custom 
Content:
• Better Decisions 2/3 of consumers say custom media 

help them make better purchase decisions.
• Lift in Sales 26% lift in conversion rates when users 

interacted with custom media online
• Strengthens Brand 60% say they know more and feel 

better about a company after reading custom media.

Savvy marketers recognize the importance of using 
multiple media to reach a market. TMC has  developed 
opportunities that adapt to any marketing plan.

Custom Media Options:
• WEB: is a noted destination for the editorial industry.
• MOBILE: TMC is designed for smartphones 

everywhere and delivers content on the go. Mobile 
visitors are highly engaged, with banner ads typically 
experiencing even better click-thru rates than their 
desktop counterparts.

• DIGITAL PLATFORM: Driving User Engagement with 
an immersive reading experience on all major mobile 
platforms with native iOS, Android and Windows Apps.

• NEWSLETTER: E-Newsletter directly reaches buyers 
nd engaged consumers.

• SOCIAL MEDIA: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and 
news feeds are engaged daily.

• CUSTOM BRANDED CONTENT: Seeding editorial 
content lets you tell your product story through your 
customers.

• CUSTOM: Branded Cover Image and Feature Article 
Trade Show/ Expo/ Event Opportunities & Tours

• VIDEO CONTENT: All digital platforms Influencer 
programs

That’s just the beginning. With a national demographic, 
growing list of products & services, you can make TMC 
your media partner when targeting the entertainment, 
lifestyle, luxury, travel, media, film & television, and the 
millennial demographic. We represent a $285 billion 
dollar market, and we definitely have it covered.

Our valuable team of asset managers take the time 
necessary to customize each ad buy packages.

Marketing needs are different and we target your 
appropriate audience to maximize exposure.

Contact: info@empowermediagroup.com for 
advertising inquiries.

BECOME A PARTNER | SPONSOR | AFFILIATE 




